
Personal Planets

Sun: Governs how we see ourselves, and how we want to be seen; where we shine; our ego;

our persona

Moon: Our emotional reactions, how we want to be nurtured and where we were not

adequately nurtured; our body on an emotional level

Mercury: How we communicate, how we share information, how we learn, how we think and

take in information

Venus: How we attract others and how we are attracted, our values, our sensual sides,

including our tastes for food, luxury, and pleasure

Mars: How we assert ourselves, whether sexually, verbally, or otherwise; how we fight, how we

get angry, how we fornicate (not make love)

Social Planets:

Jupiter: Areas of expansiveness, how we grow, how we get carried away, how we’re generous,

how we’re big-hearted, how we’re high-minded, where we are lucky

Saturn: Where we get down to business, where we feel a sense of scarcity or lack, pain points,

areas in our live that will take time to mature, where we value stability

Generational Planets

Uranus: Where we’re unconventional or rebellious, where we need our independence, how we

express our independence, area in our life where we demonstrate instability

Pluto: Our trauma, where we need transformation and transmutation, how we’re scarred,

where we go deep (or where we need to go deep in order to transmute)

Other important points:

Ascendant: How others see us, how we present when we walk into a room, how we look

physically, how we show up in the world

North/South Node: Where we’ve been and where we’re going; what we came into the world

with, and what we need to learn before we leave

Midheaven: How we view success, our “purpose”, our best self

THE PLANETS
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THE HOUSES

The self and the body

Physical appearance

Obvious health issues

Your attitudes and approach

First impressions

First House:
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Second House:

Your possessions 

Income

What you value

How you spend your time and money

Communication

Early education

Short-distance travel

Neighbors, people around

you on a daily basis

Siblings

Third House:

Family

Private life

The environment you were in as a child

The mother figure in your life

Your emotions

Fourth House:



Pleasure, fun, and play

Self-expression

CreativityChildren

Sex for fun

Fifth House:

THE HOUSES
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Daily routines

Work (but not career)

Health and health conditions; 

Fitness

ServiceDaily tasks

Pets

Sixth House:

Marriage and long-term

partnerships

Important business

partners/true best friends

One-on-one interactions;

i.e. therapy or coaching

Seventh House:

Other people’s finances, i.e.

inheritancesTaxes

Other people’s emotional baggage

Death

Sex for merging; kinks

Eighth House:

Worldview

Long-distance travel

Religion and philosophy

Ninth House:

Career

Public image

Where you have a

megaphone

Tenth House:

Groups and communities

Humanitarian causes

The internet

Coworkers and friend groups

Eleventh House:

The unconscious

Mental health issues

Prisons, hospitals, ashrams, and other

places where you are cut off from society

Alterations in consciousness, self-

abandonment, and escapism

Spirituality

Twelfth House:



The Ram, Ruled by Mars, Cardinal

Fire

Active, ambitious, assertive,

competitive, courageous, self-

assured, naive, headstrong, short

bursts of intense energy,

passionate

The Bull, Ruled by Venus, Fixed

Earth

Sensual, loving, stubborn, loves

creature comforts, distinctive

tastes and style, materialistic,

possessive, conventional,

determined

The Crab, Ruled by the Moon,

Cardinal Water

Calm, sensitive, sympathetic,

prudent, homebody, intuitive,

moody, protective, domestic

Aries - “I AM”:

Taurus - “I HAVE”

Gemini - “I THINK”

The Twins, Ruled by Mercury, Mutable

Air

Adaptable, curious, articulate, clever,

communicative, restless, witty,

indecisive, noncommittal, social,

talkative

Cancer - “I FEEL”

The Lion, Ruled by the Sun, Fixed

Fire

Proud, creative, dignified,

dramatic, confident,

authoritative, leader, needs more

validation than most

The Virgin, Ruled by Mercury,

Mutable Earth

Analytical, dedicated, efficient,

logical, anxious, sensible, has a

nerdy side, likes their routines,

detail-oriented

The Scales, Ruled by Venus,

Cardinal Air

Diplomatic, affable, social,

aesthetic, charming, balanced,

cooperative, flirtatious, brings

people together

The Scorpion, Ruled by Mars

(traditional)/Pluto (modern),

Fixed Water

Magnetic, mysterious, powerful,

probing, resourceful, strong-

willed, urge to merge,

competitive, desire to go deep

Leo - “I WILL”

Virgo - “I WORK”

Libra - “WE UNITE”

Scorpio - “WE DESIRE”

THE SIGNS
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THE SIGNS

The Centaur, Ruled by Jupiter, Mutable Fire

Honest, outspoken, blunt, philosophical, truth-seeking, friendly, generous,

direct, traveler, wanderer

The Sea-goat, Ruled by Saturn, Cardinal Earth

Disciplined, ambitious, responsible, thrifty, status-seeking, stickler for

rules, by-the-books, success-oriented, hard-working

The Water-bearer, Ruled by Saturn (traditional)/Uranus (modern), Fixed Air

Humanitarian, unique, rebellious, visionary, eccentric, individualist,

impersonal, intellectual, cold

The Fish, Ruled by Jupiter (traditional)/Neptune (modern), Mutable Water

Artistic, imaginative, peaceful, spiritual, impressionable, dreamer,

charitable, lack of boundaries, timid, altruistic

Sagittarius - “WE SEEK”

Capricorn - “WE CONTROL”

Aquarius - “WE KNOW”

Pisces - “WE CARE”
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